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Abstract
With understanding that the study of the external agglomeration economies is increasingly significant in both theoretical and applied analyses in the field of spatial economics, this paper attempts to investigate the influence of the T-external economies (i.e., the external agglomeration economies stemming from “the total number of consumers who actually purchase a specific type of service”) upon the utility level of those who consume the service. Our analysis is based on the assumption that there exists a market where one kind of composite goods and one kind of service are transacted, and that an individual consumer in this market may, if s/he can afford to do so, purchase any non-negative amount of the composite goods and either zero or one unit of the service. In this setting, we first obtain the demand surface by use of the following curves and surface as the basis: (i) a utility curve for the consumption of the non-negative amount of the composite goods, (ii) a utility surface for the simultaneous consumption of the non-negative composite goods and one unit of the service, and (iii) the income-density distribution curve. We also assume that the utility surface reflects the existence of external agglomeration economies stemming from “the total number of consumers who actually purchase the service” (i.e., the equilibrium demand level for the service). The shape of the obtained demand surface resembles a platypus’ upper bill with its right-hand side vertically trimmed to a
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degree. Secondly, from the demand surface, we obtain the derived demand curve which serves as the actual market demand curve. This curve has upward convexity and forms a bell-shaped curve. Thirdly, we briefly discuss the research agenda to follow the investigation in this paper.
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1 **Introduction**

The study of external agglomeration economies in spatial economics is increasingly significant in both theoretical and applied analyses. This paper attempts, by the use of utility functions and income distribution function, to obtain a demand surface reflecting the existence of external agglomeration economies. This endeavor originated from Kawashima (1975) which discusses the primitive skeleton of the concept of the demand surface and is followed by Kawashima *et al.* (2007), Noro, Kawashima and Hiraoka (2009), Noro and Kawashima (2009) and Kawashima and Noro (2010), among others.

2 **Setting and structure**

We assume a market model in which one kind of composite goods and one kind of service are transacted, and in which an individual consumer may purchase, if s/he can afford to do so, any non-
negative amount of the composite goods and either none or one unit of the service. We also assume that “the total number of consumers who actually purchase the service” (i.e., the equilibrium demand level $M$ for the service at the market) affects the external agglomeration economies upon the utility level which each consumer enjoys through the simultaneous consumption of the non-negative amount of the composite goods and one unit of the service. We call this sort of external agglomeration economies the T-external economies for which the letter T denotes the “total number of consumers who actually purchase the service.”

Based on these assumptions, this paper first obtains a demand surface from (i) a utility curve for the consumption of the non-negative amount of the composite goods, (ii) a utility surface for the simultaneous consumption of the composite goods and one unit of the service, which reflects the existence of positive external economies when the equilibrium demand level is relatively low and that of external diseconomies when the equilibrium demand level is relatively high$^{1,2}$, and (iii) the income-density distribution curve. Secondly, the derived demand curve (i.e., the actual market demand curve) is obtained from the demand surface. The resulting curve exhibits a bell-shaped form$^3$. Thirdly, the subsequent research agenda is briefly discussed.

Before proceeding further, we will make the meaning of the following terminology clear in the interest of brevity:

(i) The term “external economies” indicates the “positive external economies” or “positive and/or negative external economies.”

(ii) The term “external diseconomies” indicates the “negative external economies.”

3 Utility of the consumer

3-1 Utility curve

We categorize the market situation into two cases. The first case is the one in which the consumer purchases the composite goods only and none of the service. For this situation, we set the following utility curve function $u_0(x)$ which every individual consumer shares:

$$U = u_0(x) = \sqrt{x} \quad \text{for } x \geq 0$$

where $x$: Quantity of the composite goods,

$U$: Utility level of the consumer obtained from the consumption of $x$.

It is noted that this function has the characteristics of diminishing marginal value with respect to $x$.

---

1) This assumption originates from the paradigm of “Theory of Clubs” by Buchanan (1965).
2) The existence of positive external economies and that of external diseconomies are defined as following where $M$ stands for the equilibrium demand level for the service and $N$ for the demand level for the service:
   (i) Existence of positive external economies stemming from $M$: The magnitude of positive external economies increases as the value of $M$ increases for given $N$.
   (ii) Existence of external diseconomies generation from $M$: The magnitude of external diseconomies increases as the value of $M$ increases for given $N$.
3) It does not necessarily mean that the derived demand curve always exhibits a bell-shaped form even when the T-external economies exist. Depending on the shape of the demand surface, the derived demand curve can have the shape of decreasing curve as the conventional demand curve.
4) This condition ensures that $u_0(x) \geq 0$.
From equation (1), we get Figure 1 to show the utility curve expressed by equation (1) in the $x-U$ plane.

### 3.2 Utility surface

The second case is the one in which the consumer purchases both of the non-negative amount of the composite goods and one unit of the service. For this situation, we set the following utility surface function $u_1(x, M)$ which every individual consumer shares:

$$U = u_1(x, M) = \sqrt{x + 2 - (M - 1)^2} \quad \text{for} \quad x \geq 0 \quad \text{and} \quad 0 \leq M \leq 1 + \sqrt{2 + x} \quad \text{(5)}$$

where $M$: Equilibrium demand level\(^5\) for the service.

It is noted that this function has the characteristics of diminishing marginal value with respect to $x$ for any given $M$ and that, for any given $x$, the utility level increases as $M$ moves from 0 to 1 and then starts to decrease thereafter. This means that our utility surface reflects the existence of external economies\(^7\) generating from the level of $M$ for $0 \leq M < 1$, external diseconomies generating from the level of $M$ for

**Figure 1 Utility curve in the $x-U$ plane: Utility gained from $x$ by individual consumer**

---

[Notes]

1. $x$: Quantity of the composite goods.
2. $U$: Utility level of the consumer.
3. Utility curve: Curve AB.
4. Utility curve function: $U = u_0(x) = \sqrt{x}$ for $x \geq 0$.

---

5) This condition together with the condition $x \geq 0$ ensure that $u_1(x, M) \geq 0$. On the other hand, theoretically speaking, the value of $M$ is supposed to be positive. We, however, set $M \geq 0$ (or $+0$) to avoid the practical intricacy in mathematical handling of equation (2).

6) More precisely speaking, this demand level is the "expected resulting equilibrium demand level."

7) Precisely speaking, positive external economies.
$M > 1$, and no external economies when $M = 0$. From equation (2), we get Figures 2-(a) and (b) to show the utility surface expressed by equation (2) in the $x-M-U$ space. On the other hand, Figure 2-(c) shows a set of iso-utility curves on the utility surface, while Figure 2-(d) shows a set of cross-section curves on the utility surface cut by $x$.

**Figure 2** Utility surface in the $x-M-U$ space: Utility gained from $x$ and $M$ by individual consumer

(a) Bird’s-eye view

(b) Side view

(c) Iso-utility curves:
For $U = \{U; 0.0, 6.0, 0.5\}$

(d) Cross-section curves cut by $x$:
For $x = 0, 1, 4, 9, 16, 25$

[Notes]

(1) $x$: Quantity of the composite goods,
$M$: Equilibrium demand level for the service,
$U$: Utility level of the consumer.

(2) Utility surface function: $U = u_1(x, M) = \sqrt{x} + 2 - (M - 1)^2$ for $x \geq 0$ and
$$0 \leq M \leq 1 + \sqrt{2 + \sqrt{x}}.$$

8) The external economies and diseconomies mentioned here respectively correspond to the bandwagon effects and snob effects discussed in Leibenstein (1950, pp.190ff and 199ff).
4 Equivalent-utility linkage between the utility curve and utility surface

4-1 Function for the equivalent-utility linkage price

Assume that the income level of a specific consumer is \( Y \), that the unit price of the composite goods is \( 1.0 \) which serves as a numéraire\(^9\), and that the price of the service is \( P \). With the help of this additional assumption, let us try to equalize “the utility level of the consumer with income \( Y \) who spends all of the income in purchasing the composite goods exclusively” with “the utility level of that consumer which is gained through the consumption of both (i) one unit of the service at price \( P \) under the equilibrium demand level \( M \) and (ii) the composite goods by amount of \( Y - P \)” as following:

\[
(3) \quad u_0(Y) = u_1(Y - P, M) \quad \text{for} \quad Y \geq 0, M \geq 0, P \geq 0 \text{ and } P \leq Y
\]

where \( Y \): Income level of the consumer,
\( P \): Price level of the service,
\( M \): Equilibrium demand level for the service.

Equation (3) can be expressed as

\[
(4) \quad \sqrt{Y} = \sqrt{Y - P} + 2 - (M - 1)^2 \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq P \leq Y \text{ and } 0 \leq M \leq 1 + \sqrt{2 + \sqrt{Y - P}}.
\]

Solving equation (4) for \( P \), we get

\[
(5) \quad P = Y - \left(\sqrt{Y} + (M - 1)^2 - 2\right)^2 \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq P \leq Y \text{ and } 0 \leq M \leq 1 + \sqrt{2 + \sqrt{Y - P}}.
\]

Using equation (5) as the basis, let us set a function \( g(Y, M) \) as following:

\[
(6) \quad P = g(Y, M) = Y - \left(\sqrt{Y} + (M - 1)^2 - 2\right)^2 \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq P \leq Y \text{ and } 0 \leq M \leq 1 + \sqrt{2 + \sqrt{Y - P}}.
\]

Since the value of \( P \) in equation (5) indicates the price level of the service that links a point \( \{Y, u_0(Y)\} \) in the \( x - U \) plane with a point \( \{Y - P, M, u_1(Y - P, M)\} \) in the \( x - M - U \) space, with the condition that \( u_0(Y) = u_1(Y - P, M) \)\(^{10}\) when the income level is \( Y \) and the equilibrium demand level is \( M \), we call \( g(Y, M) \) in equation (6) the function for the equivalent-utility linkage price (EULP). Under the above framework, the optimization problem which the consumer with income \( Y \) has to tackle is described as the issue of maximization over “the value of \( u_0(Y) \)” and “the value of \( u_1(Y - P, M) \) subject to the equilibrium demand level \( M \).”

Consequently, with reference to equation (6), if

\[
P < g(Y, M) = Y - \left(\sqrt{Y} + (M - 1)^2 - 2\right)^2 \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq P \leq Y \text{ and } 0 \leq M \leq 1 + \sqrt{2 + \sqrt{Y - P}}\)
\]

then, the consumer prefers “purchasing one unit of the service and ‘\( Y - P \)’ amounts of the composite goods” to “purchasing \( Y \) amounts of the composite goods exclusively.” On the other hand, if \( P \geq g(Y, M) \), then the consumer purchases \( Y \) units of the composite goods exclusively. In this context, the EULP function indicates “the consumer’s maximum amount of money that s/he will pay for a unit of the service for given \( Y \) and \( M \).” To assist in understanding the concept of the EULP function, Figure 3 is given as a diagrammatic example for the equation (6) when \( Y = 25 \) and \( M = \{M; 0, 1, 0.25\} \) in which it is shown that:

(i) At point A: All the income \( (Y = 25) \) is used up for purchasing 25 units of composite goods.

The utility level \( (U) \) equals to be 5 in this case.

\[^{9}\] This numéraire assumption enables the income level \( Y \) to become equal to the amount of the composite goods \( x \) when the consumer spends all her/his income in purchasing the composite goods exclusively.

\[^{10}\] This relationship means that the utility levels of both points remain equivalent.

\[^{11}\] This inequality is derived from the relationship \( u_0(Y) < u_1(Y - P, M) \).
Figure 3  Equivalent-utility linkage between utility curve and utility surface (1):
Equivalent-utility linkage prices for income $Y = 25$ for $M = \{M: 0, 1, 0.25\}$

[Notes]

(1) $x$: Quantity of the composite goods,
    $M$: Equilibrium demand level for the service,
    $U$: Utility level of the consumer,
    $Y$: Income level of the consumer.

(2) EULP: Equivalent-utility linkage price of the service for $Y = 25$ and $M = \{M: 0, 1, 0.25\}$.
    This price is expressed by $P = g(25, M) = Y \left(\sqrt{Y} + (M - 1)^2 - 2\right)^2$ for $M = \{M: 0, 1, 0.25\}$.

(3) Points B, C, D, E and F: Points $(x, M)$ in the $x$-$M$ plane of the utility surface, which satisfies the condition that $u_1(x, M) = u_0(25) = 5$ for $M = \{M: 0, 1, 0.25\}$.

(4) Points C’, D’, E’ and F’: Foot of the perpendicular line passing through the points C, D, E and
    F respectively in the $x$-$M$ plane.

(5) LNKL: Linkage line which connects point A (on the $x$-axis of the utility curve) with the point
    $(x, 0)$ in the $x$-$M$ plane of the utility surface, which satisfies the condition that $u_1(x, M) = u_0(25) = 5$ for $M = \{M: 0, 1, 0.25\}$.

(6) Utility curve function: $U = u_0(x) = \sqrt{x}$ for $x \geq 0$.

(7) Utility surface function: $U = u_1(x, M) = \sqrt{x + 2 - (M - 1)^2}$ for $x \geq 0$ and
    $0 \leq M \leq 1 + \sqrt{2 + \sqrt{x}}$.

(8) Function for the equivalent-utility linkage price (i.e., EULP function)
    $P = g(Y, M) = Y \left(\sqrt{Y} + (M - 1)^2 - 2\right)^2$ for $0 \leq P \leq Y$ and $0 \leq M \leq 1 + \sqrt{2 + \sqrt{Y - P}}$.

(9) $Y$ is equal to $x$ since we set 1.0 for the unit price of the composite goods as a numéraire.
(ii) At point B: Given that the equilibrium demand level $M$ is 0 (or +0), the income is used for purchasing 16 composite goods and one unit of the service (at the price ($P$) of 9.0) to maintain $U = 5$. If $P > 9.0$, then the consumer purchases 25 composite goods and none of the service at all.

(iii) At point C: Given $M = 0.25$, the income is used for purchasing 12.7 composite goods and one unit of the service (at $P = 12.3$) to maintain $U = 5$. If $P > 12.3$, then the consumer purchases 25 composite goods and none of the service at all.

(iv) At point D: Given $M = 0.5$, the income is used for purchasing 10.6 composite goods and one unit of the service (at $P = 14.4$) to maintain $U = 5$. If $P > 14.4$, then the consumer purchases 25 composite goods and none of the service at all.

(v) At point E: Given $M = 0.75$, the income is used for purchasing 9.4 composite goods and one unit the service (at $P = 15.6$) to maintain $U = 5$. If $P > 15.6$, then the consumer purchases 25 composite goods and none of the service at all.

(vi) At point F: Given $M = 1$, the income is used for purchasing 9 composite goods and one unit of the service (at $P = 16.0$) to maintain $U = 5$. If $P > 16.0$, then the consumer purchases 25 composite goods and none of the service at all.

In the meantime, the surface of the EULP function expressed by equation (6) in the $Y-M-P$ space, is given by Figures 4-(a) ~ (c), while Figure 4-(d) exhibits a set of cross-section curves on the surface of the function for the EULP cut by $Y$. It may be remarked that the cross-section curves of the EULP surface cut by $Y$ shows the bimodal shape with a valley around $M = 1$ when $Y$ is rather small. This phenomena conflicts with one of our original assumptions that, for any given $x$, the utility level increases as $M$ moves from 0 to 1 and then starts to decrease thereafter. This fact is somewhat problematic and must be carefully investigated as to why it occurs. However, we will continue to proceed for now with the premise that this problem will not have serious adverse effects upon this paper’s general approach.

4-2 Initial linkage price function and maximum linkage price function

If we put $M = 0$ in equation (6), then we get the function $\iota(Y)$ expressed as

\[ \iota(Y) = g(Y, 0) = 2\sqrt{Y} - 1 \quad \text{for} \quad Y \geq 1. \]

This functional (7) links, for given income level $Y$, a point on the utility curve with a point which satisfies the condition of $M = 0$ on the utility surface in such a way that both points remain at the same utility level. We call the function $\iota(Y)$ the initial linkage price (ILP) function because it links the two equivalent-utility points, one on the utility curve $U = u(x, M)$ with the value of $M = 0$ which is the initial value of $M$ means the beginning value of $M$ which moves from 0 towards its larger values.

Similarly, if we put $M = 1$ in equation (6), then we get the function $\mu(Y)$ expressed as

\[ \mu(Y) = g(Y, 1) = 4\sqrt{Y} - 4 \quad \text{for} \quad Y \geq 4. \]

This function (8) links, for given income level $Y$, a point on the utility curve with a point which satisfies

---

12) The initial value of $M$ means the beginning value of $M$ which moves from 0 towards its larger values.
Figure 4  Surface of the function for the equivalent-utility linkage price (ELUP)

(a) Bird’s-eye view from front side  (b) Bird’s-eye view from back side

(c) Enlarged drawing of the bird’s-eye view from back side  (d) Cross-section curves cut by $Y$:
For $Y = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0$

[Notes]
(1) $Y$: Income level of the consumer,
$M$: Equilibrium demand level for the service,
$P$: Price level of the service.
(2) Function for the equivalent-utility linkage price (ELUP):
$P = g(Y, M) = Y \left[ \sqrt{Y + (M - 1)^2} - 2 \right]$ for $0 \leq P \leq Y$ and $0 \leq M \leq 1 + \sqrt{2 + Y - P}$.
(3) Though those curves appearing in the fourth quadrant in Figure 4-(d) are not supposed to exist since we assume $P \geq 0$ in equation (3), they are shown as reference.
Figure 5 Equivalent-utility linkage between utility curve and utility surface (2):
Initial linkage points and initial linkage prices for $Y=1, 4, 9, 16, 25$ and $36$

[Notes]

1. $x$: Quantity of the composite goods,
   $M$: Equilibrium demand level for the service,
   $U$: Utility level of the consumer,
   $Y$: Income level of the consumer.

2. $A_i$: Reference point where $x = i$ on the $x$-axis of the utility curve $U = u_0(x)$.

3. $B_i$: Initial linkage point on the $x$-axis of the utility surface corresponding to its equivalent-utility point $A_i$ (for $i = 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36$).

4. $C_i$: Maximum linkage point on the iso-utility curve $B_i C_i$ corresponding to its equivalent-utility point $A_i$ (for $i = 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36$). See Figure 8 for the maximum linkage point.

5. $ILP_i$: Initial linkage price (ILP) defined as “the $x$-value of point $A_i$” subtracted by “the $x$-value of point $B_i$” (for $i = 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36$).

6. Utility curve: $U = u_0(x) = \sqrt{x}$ for $x \geq 0$.

7. Utility surface: $U = u_1(x, M) = \sqrt{x} + 2 - (M - 1)^2$ for $x \geq 0$, $M \geq 0$ and $U \geq 0$.

8. Initial linkage price (ILP) function: $P = u(Y) = g(Y, 0) = 2\sqrt{Y} - 1$ for $Y \geq 1$.

9. $Y$ is equal to $x$ on the $x$-axis of the utility curve $U = u_0(x)$ since we set $1.0$ for the unit price of $x$ as a numéraire.
Figure 6  Equivalent-utility linkage between utility curve and utility surface (3):
Initial linkage prices connecting two equivalent-utility points, one on $U = u_f(x, 0)$ and another on $U = u_0(x)$ for $Y=1, 4, 9, 16$ and 25.

[Notes]
(1) $x$: Quantity of the composite goods,
$U$: Utility level of the consumer,
$Y$: Income level of the consumer.
(2) $A_i$: Reference point where $x = i$ on the utility curve $U = u_0(x)$ (for $i = 1, 4, 9, 16, 25$).
(3) $B_i$: Initial linkage point on the curve $U = u_f(x, 0)$ corresponding to its equivalent-utility point $A_i$ (for $i = 1, 4, 9, 16, 25$).
(4) Utility curve of $u_0(x)$: $u_0(x) = \sqrt{x}$ for $x \geq 0$.
(5) Utility curve of $u_f(x, 0)$: $u_f(x, 0) = \sqrt{x} + 1$ for $x \geq 0$.
(6) ILP$_i$: Initial linkage price (ILP) corresponding to the reference point $A_i$.
(7) Length of segment $A_{25}B_{25}$: ILP$_{25} = 9$,
Length of segment $A_{16}B_{16}$: ILP$_{16} = 7$,
Length of segment $A_9B_9$: ILP$_9 = 5$,
Length of segment $A_4B_4$: ILP$_4 = 3$,
Length of segment $A_1B_1$: ILP$_1 = 1$.
(8) Initial linkage price (ILP) function: $P = u(Y) = 2\sqrt{Y} - 1$ for $Y \geq 1$.
(9) $Y$ is equal to $x$ on the $x$-axis of the utility curve $U = u_0(x)$ since we set 1.0 for the unit price of $x$ as a numéraire.
Figure 7  Equivalent-utility linkage between utility curve and utility surface (4):
Initial linkage price (ILP) curve $P = \iota(Y)$

$P$

$x, Y$

[Notes]
(1) $x$: Quantity of the composite goods,
$Y$: Income level of the consumer,
$P$: Price level of the service.
(2) Initial linkage price (ILP) function: $P = \iota(Y) = 2\sqrt{Y} - 1$ for $Y \geq 1$.
(3) $Y$ is equal to $x$ on the $x$-axis of the utility curve $U = u_0(x)$ since we set $1.0$ for the unit price of $x$ as a numéraire.
the condition of $M = 1$ on the utility surface in such a way that both points remain at the same utility level. We call the function $\mu(Y)$ the maximum linkage price (MLP) function because it links the two equivalent-utility points, one on the utility curve $U = u(x)$ and the other on the utility surface $U = u(x, M)$ with the value of $M = 1$ which maximizes the utility level of the utility surface for given $x$. Figure 8 helps us to diagrammatically understand the concept of MLP function for the income level $Y = 4, 9, 16$ and 25, while Figure 9 shows MLP curve expressed by equation (8).

5 Density distributions for the income and price

5-1 Income-density distribution curve

The next task for us is to specify the density distribution function $r(Y)$ over the income level $Y$ of consumers. Along this line, we set:

$$r(Y) = -\frac{12}{15625} Y(Y - 25) \quad \text{for } 0 \leq Y \leq 25$$

where $Y$: Income level of the consumer.

Through the income-density distribution function (9), we assume that the total number of consumers is equal to $2 \times \text{“scale-unit of the income $Y$ which is reflected in the income-density distribution function $r(Y)$”}$ Figure 10 shows the income-density distribution curve expressed by equation (9).

5-2 Price-density distribution surface

If we transform, through the EULP function $P = g(Y, M)$ expressed by equation (6), the income-density distribution function $r(Y)$ expressed by equation (9) into the density distribution function over the price $P$ of the service, then we gain the price-density distribution function $s(M, P)$ expressed by

$$s(M, P) = -\frac{3(11+24M - 8M^2 - 4M^3 + M^4 + P)(1+4M+2M^2 - 4M^3 + M^4 + P)^3(-9 - 16M + 12M^2 - 4M^3 + M^4 + P)}{125000(1 - 2M^2 + M^4)^3}$$

The price-density distribution function $s(M, P)$ can be obtained by means of the following transformation of the income-density distribution function $r(Y)$:

$$s(M, P) = r(Y) \times \left\{ \frac{\partial g(Y,M)}{\partial Y} \right\}^{-1}$$

In case $s(M, P)$ contains $Y$ in equation (11), we substitute $g^{-1}(P, M)$ for $Y$.

Figures 11-(a) ~ (d) shows the price-density distribution surface expressed by equation (11). In addition, Figure 11-(e) shows the price-density distribution curve expressed by $s(0, P)$ and $s(2, P)$, while Figure-(f) shows the price-density distribution curve expressed by $s(1, P)$.

6 Demand surface

6-1 Demand surface function

From equation (10), we obtain the demand surface (DS) function $h(N, M)$ by the following way. First, we set

$$N = \int_P^{\text{MAX}_M} s(M, P) dP$$

where $N$: Demand level of the service at price level $P$ under given $M$.

---

13) The demand surface shows the relationship among the demand level $N$ for the service, the equilibrium demand level $M$ for the service and the price level $P$ of the service.
Figure 8  Equivalent-utility linkage between utility curve and utility surface (5): Maximum linkage prices connecting two equivalent-utility points, one on $U = u_i(x, 1)$ and another on $U = u_0(x)$ for $Y=4, 9, 16$ and $25$.

[Notes]

1. $x$: Quantity of the composite goods,
   $U$: Utility level of the consumer,
   $Y$: Income level of the consumer,

2. $A_i$: Reference point where $x = i$ on the utility curve $U = u_i(x)$ (for $i=1, 4, 9, 16, 25$).

3. $C_i$: Maximum linkage point on the curve $U = u_0(x)$ corresponding to its equivalent-utility point $A_i$ (for $i = 1, 4, 9, 16, 25$).

4. Utility curve of $u_i(x)$: $u_i(x) = \sqrt{x}$ for $x \geq 0$.

5. Utility curve of $u_i(x, 0)$: $u_i(x, 1) = \sqrt{x} + 2$ for $x \geq 0$.

6. MLP: Maximum linkage price (MLP) corresponding to the reference point $A_i$.

7. Length of segment $A_{25}C_{25}$: MLP$_{25} = 16$,
   Length of segment $A_{16}C_{16}$: MLP$_{16} = 12$,
   Length of segment $A_{9}C_{9}$: MLP$_{9} = 8$,
   Length of segment $A_{4}C_{4}$: MLP$_{4} = 4$.

8. Maximum linkage price (MLP) function: $P = \mu(Y) = g(Y, 1) = 4\sqrt{Y} - 4$ for $Y \geq 4$.

9. $Y$ is equal to $x$ on the x-axis of the utility curve $U = u_0(x)$ since we set 1.0 for the unit price of $x$ as a numéraire.
Figure 9  Equivalent-utility linkage between utility curve and utility surface (6): Maximum linkage price (MLP) curve \( P = \mu(Y) \)

[Notes]
(1) \( x \): Quantity of the composite goods,
\( Y \): Income level of the consumer,
\( P \): Price level of the service.
(2) Maximum linkage price (MLP) function: \( P = \mu(Y) = g(Y, 1) = 4\sqrt{Y} - 4 \) for \( Y \geq 4 \).
(3) \( Y \) is equal to \( x \) on the \( x \)-axis of the utility curve \( U = u_0(x) \) since we set 1.0 for the unit price of \( x \) as a numéraire.
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Figure 10  Income-density distribution curve: $r(Y)$

[Notes]
(1) $Y$: Income level of the consumer.
(2) Income-density distribution function $r(Y)$:
\[ r(Y) = -\frac{12}{15625}Y(Y - 25) \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq Y \leq 25. \]
(3) Income-density distribution curve: Curve ABC.
(4) Coordinate values of point B: $Y = 12.5$, $r(Y) = 0.12$.
(5) $\int_0^{25} r(Y) dY = 2.0$.
(6) This implies that the total number of consumers is equal to $2 \times$ “scale-unit of the income level $Y$ which is reflected in the income-density distribution function $r(Y)$.”
Figure 11  Price-density distribution surface for $s(M, P)$, and price-density distribution curves for $s(0, P)$, $s(1, P)$ and $s(2, P)$

(a) Bird’s-eye view from front side

(b) Side view (1)

(c) Side view (2)

(d) Front view

(e) $s(M, P)$ for $M = 0$ and 2
$s(0, P)$, $s(2, P)$

(f) $s(M, P)$ for $M = 1$
$s(1, P)$

Notes:
1. $M$: Equilibrium demand level for the service, $P$: Price level of the service.
2. $s(M, P)$: Price-density distribution function $s(M, P) = \frac{3(11+24M-8M^2-4M^3+M^4+P)(1+4M+2M^2-4M^3+M^4+P)}{125000(-1-2M+M^2)}$.
3. Price-density distribution surface: Surface $\Phi_1\Phi_2\Phi_3\Phi_4\Phi_5$.
4. $s(M, P)$ for $M=0$ and 2: $s(0, P) = s(2, P) = \frac{3(-9+P)(1+P)^3}{125000}$ for $0 \leq P \leq 9$.
5. Coordinate values of point B: $P \approx 6.7460$, $s(0, P) = s(2, P) \approx 0.4462$.
6. $s(M, P)$ for $M = 1$: $s(1, P) = \frac{3(-16+P)(4+P)^3(24+P)}{8000000}$ for $0 \leq P \leq 16$.
7. Coordinate values of point B': $P \approx 11.4919$, $s(1, P) \approx 0.2231$.
8. $\int s(0, P) dP = \int s(2, P) dP = \frac{499851}{250000} \approx 1.999404 \approx 2.0$.
9. $\int s(1, P) dP = \frac{31104}{15625} \approx 1.990656 = 2.0$.
10. Total number of consumers: $2 \times \text{scale-unit of the income level which is reflected in the income-density distribution function } r(Y)$.
[Notes]

(1) \( M \): Equilibrium demand level for the service, 
\( P \): Price level of the service.

(2) \( \text{s}(M, P) \): Price-density distribution function

\[
\text{s}(M, P) = \frac{-\frac{3(11+24M-8M^2+4M^3+P)(1+4M+2M^2-4M^3+M^4+P)}{125000(-1-2M+M^2)^6}}{\text{for } P \geq 0, \text{s}(M, P) \geq 0.}
\]

(3) Price-density distribution surface: Surface \( \Phi_1 \Phi_2 \Phi_3 \Phi_4 \Phi_5 \).

(4) \( \text{s}(M, P) \) for \( M=0 \) and \( 2 \): \( \text{s}(0, P) = \text{s}(2, P) = \frac{-(3(-9+P)(1+P)^3 (11+P))}{125000} \) for \( 0 \leq P \leq 9 \).

(5) Coordinate values of point B: \( P = 6.7460, \text{s}(0, P) = 0.4462 \).

(6) \( \text{s}(M, P) \) for \( M=1 \): \( \text{s}(1, P) = \frac{-(3(-16+P) (4+P)^3 (24+P))}{800000} \) for \( 0 \leq P \leq 16 \).

(7) Coordinate values of point B': \( P = 11.4919, \text{s}(1, P) = 0.2231 \).

(8) \( \int_0^9 \text{s}(0, P) dP = \frac{499851}{250000} = 1.999404 \approx 2.0 \).

(9) \( \int_0^9 \text{s}(1, P) dP = \frac{31104}{15625} = 1.990656 \approx 2.0 \).

(10) Total number of consumers: \( 2 \times \text{“scale-unit of the income level Y which is reflected in the income-density distribution function r(Y).”} \)

\[
M: \text{ Equilibrium demand level for the service,} \\
P: \text{ Price level of the service,} \\
\text{s}(M, P): \text{ Price-density distribution function,} \\
P\text{MAX}(M): \text{ The value of } P \text{ which is obtained by substituting } 25^{(14)} \text{ for } Y \text{ in the EULP function (6)}. \\
\]

Then, by solving the equation (12) for \( P \), we obtain the DS function expressed by

\[
(13) \quad P = h(N, M).
\]

The equation (13) can be expressed in the form of implicit function for \( P \) as

\[
((11+(-2+M)M(-12+(-2+M)M+P)^2 (-9+(-2+M)(8+(-2+M)M)+P)^2 ((-1+(-2+M)M^6+M(4+M(2+(-4+M)M))+2(-1+(-2+M)M+P)^2)\approx 250000(\cdot 1+(-2+M)M)^{6}) = N.
\]

Its explicit functional expression of the DS is given in Appendix A-(1)\(^{(15)}\).

Based on this result, we get Figure 12 where the DS in the \( N-M-P \) space expressed by equation (13) is illustrated in Figures 12-(a) ~ (c), while a set of cross-section curves of the DS cut by \( M \) is shown in Figure 12-(d) and that cut by \( N \) in Figure 12-(e).

6-2 Basic characteristics of the shape of demand surface

As can be seen from Figure 12, the DS has the following characteristics.

14) This number 25 is the maximum value of \( Y \) in equation (9).
15) This explicit function has been obtained through the approximate-value method.
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Figure 12 Demand surface in the $N$-$M$-$P$ space

(a) Bird’s-eye view

(b) Side view

(c) Front view

(d) Cross-section curves cut by $M$:
$M = \{ M; 0.0, 2.0, 0.25 \}$
and $M = 2.05, 2.10$ and $2.15$

(e) Cross-section curves cut by $N$:
$N = \{ N; 0.0, 2.0, 0.25 \}$

[Notes]
(1) $N$: Demand level for the service (i.e., the number of consumers who demand the service at price $P$ under the condition of given $M$).
(2) Demand surface: Surface $\Gamma_1 \Gamma_2 \Gamma_3 \Gamma_4$
(3) Demand surface (DS) function: $P = h(N, M)$
(i) In the form of implicit function for $P$:

\[
\frac{((11+(-2+M)M(-12+(-2+M)M)+P)^2(-9+(-2+M)M(8+(-2+M)M)+P)^2((-1+(-2+M)M)^2(51+M(4+M(2+(-4+M)M))))+2(-1+(-2+M)M)^2P+P)}{250000(-1+(-2+M)M)^6} = N.
\]

(ii) In the form of explicit function for $P$:

$P = h(N, M)$ as given in Appendix A-(1).
(4) Total number of consumers: $2 \times \text{scale-unit of } N$. 
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Figures 12-(a)~(c) show that the shape of the DS resembles a platypus’ upper bill with its right-hand side vertically trimmed to a degree.

Figure 12-(d) shows that the height of the cross-section curve of the DS cut by $M$ in this figure, increases as $M$ approaches to 1 from 0, and then decreases as $M$ rises from $M = 1$. This implies that there exist T-external economies centering around $M = 1$ and that the price elasticity of the cross-section curve at a point for given $N$ increases as the curve recedes from $M = 1$ to its lower and higher values.

Figure 12-(e) shows that any of the cross-section curves of the DS cut by $N$ in this figure, has upward convexity and forms a bell-shaped curve with its vertex at $M = 1$, while the height of the cross-section curve decreases as $N$ increases.

7 Quasi-derived demand curve and derived demand curve

7-1 Quasi-derived demand curve function

Once we have obtained the DS, the next question is how to obtain the actual market demand curve from the DS. To deal with this enquiry, let us draw the curve $\Gamma \Theta \Lambda$ on the demand surface as shown in Figures 13-(a) and (b), which is the locus of the points that satisfy the following two requirements:

(i) The point is situated on the demand surface.

(ii) The point satisfies the condition $N = M$ after adjustment of the scale-unit of $M$ to that of $N$.

We understand that any point on the curve $\Gamma \Theta \Lambda$ that meets a given price surface in the $N-M-P$ space can become an actual market equilibrium point. That is to say, the curve $\Gamma \Theta \Lambda$ is the actual demand curve expressed in the three-dimensional $N-M-P$ space. We therefore call this curve the quasi-derived demand (QDD) curve because this curve is derived at one step before obtaining the derived demand curve which is expressed in the two-dimensional $N-P$ plane which we discuss in the next sub-section.
Figure 13 Quasi-derived demand curve on the demand surface in the $N-M-P$ space

(a) Bird’s-eye view

![Bird’s-eye view of demand surface in $N-M-P$ space]

(b) Front view

![Front view of demand surface in $N-M-P$ space]

[Notes]

1. **$N$**: Demand level for the service,
   
   **$M$**: Equilibrium demand level for the service,
   
   **$P$**: Price level of the service.

2. **Demand surface**: Surface $\Gamma_1\Gamma_3\Gamma_4$.

3. **Demand surface (DS) function** $P = h(N, M)$
   
   (i) In the form of implicit function for $P$:
   
   $$
   ((11+(-2+M)M(-12+(-2+M)M)+P)^2(-9+(-2+M)M(8+(-2+M)M)+P)^2((-1+(-2+M)M)^2(51+
   
   +M(4+M(2+(-4+M)M))))+2(-1+(-2+M)M)\ P+P^2))/(250000((-1+(-2+M)M)^6) = N.
   $$
   
   (ii) In the form of explicit function for $P$: $P = h(N, M)$ as given in Appendix A-(1).

4. **Total number of consumers**: $2 \times "\text{scale-unit of } N,"$

5. **Quasi-derived demand (QDD) curve**: Curve $\Theta\Lambda$.

The QDD curve in the $N-M-P$ space is the locus of the point (i) that is situated on the demand surface and (ii) that satisfies the condition of $M = N$ after adjustment of the scale-unit of $M$ to that of $N.$
7-2 Derived demand curve function

If we make the orthographic projection of the QDD curve in the N-M-P space onto the N-P plane, then we obtain the curve ABC as shown in Figure 14. Since this curve is derived from the demand surface and since it shows the actual market demand, we call it the derived demand (DD)\(^{16}\) curve. The DD function \(DD(N)\) can be gained by replacing \(N\) for \(M\) in the DS function \(h(N,M)\) as

\[
P = DD(N) = h(N, N)
\]

where \(N\): Demand level for the service.

It will be noted that the DD curve exhibits a bell-shaped form. From Appendix A-(1) and equation (14), we obtain the DD curve function whose explicit functional expression for equation (14) is given in Appendix A-(2).

7-3 Equilibrium points on the derived demand curve

After having obtained the DD curve, let us introduce a price function \(P(N)^{17}\) to note the following as to the stability of the equilibrium point \(N^*\) which is defined as a point of intersection of the price curve with the derived demand (DD) curve where the condition \(P(N^*) = DD(N^*)\) is satisfied in the N-P plane.

(i) In case when the price curve crosses the DD curve at two different points, the left-hand intersection where the price curve cuts the DD curve from above to below is the unstable equilibrium point, while the right-hand intersection where the price curve cuts the DD curve from below to above is the stable equilibrium point.

(ii) In case when the price curve is tangent to the DD curve from above, the point of contact of the two curves is “the quasi-stable point toward the right” in the sense that if the demand level infinitesimally increases (i.e., infinitesimally moves to rightward) from this quasi-stable point, then the demand level tends to turn back to the original point, but that if the demand level decreases even infinitesimally (i.e., even infinitesimally moves to leftward) from this quasi-stable point, then the demand level starts to decrease furthermore.

(iii) In case when the price curve is tangent to the DD curve from below\(^{18}\), the point of contact of the two curves is “the quasi-stable point toward the left” in the sense that if the demand level infinitesimally decreases (i.e., infinitesimally moves to leftward) from this quasi-stable point, then the demand level tends to turn back to the original point, but that if the demand level increases even infinitesimally (i.e., even infinitesimally moves to rightward) from this quasi-stable point, then the demand level starts to increase furthermore.

8 Conclusion: Agenda for further work

We have in this paper initiated the attempt to mathematically obtain the demand surface from a set of a utility curve, a utility surface which reflects the existence of the T-external economies, and an income-

---

16) The concept of the DD is similar to that of “actual market demand” in Leibenstein (1950, P.192).
17) For the discussion in this sub-section, the price function does not have to be specified. The price function is often referred to as the average social cost function or private cost function.
18) This case would take place when the price and DD curves both have upward convexity in a bell-shaped from and when the convexity of the price curve is sharper than that of the DD curve.
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Figure 14  Derived demand curve in the $N$-$P$ plane: $P = DD(N)$

[Notes]
(1) $N$: Demand level for the service,  
     $P$: Price level of the service.
(2) Derived demand (DD) curve: Curve ABC.
     This bell-shaped curve is obtained through the orthographic projection of the quasi-derived demand (QDD) curve in the $N$-$M$-$P$ space onto the $N$-$P$ plane.
(3) Coordinate values of point A:  
     $N = 0.0$,  
     $P = 9$.
     Coordinate values of point B (vertex):  
     $N \approx 0.5440$,  
     $P \approx 11.2043$.
     Coordinate values of point C:  
     $N \approx 1.9992$,  
     $P = 0.0$.
(4) Derived demand (DD) function $P = DD(N)$:
   (i) In the form of implicit function for $P$:
       $$(11+(-2+N)N(-12+(-2+N)N)+P)^2(-9+(-2+N)N(8+(-2+N)N)+P)^2((-1+(-2+N)N)^2(51+N(4+N(2+(-4+N)N))))+2(-1+(-2+N)N)^2 P+P^2 \cdot N/(250000(-1+(-2+N)N)) = 0.$$  
   (ii) In the form of explicit function for $P$:  
        $P = DD(N) = \text{as given in Appendix A-(2)}.$
density distribution curve. Our obtained demand surface is presumably not perfect yet, and there is much remaining to be done for refining the approach applied in this paper. A more in-depth investigation is necessary to identify the effects of the following phenomena on the ultimate shape of the resulting demand surface:

(i) The cross-section curves of the equivalent-utility linkage price (EULP) surface cut by $Y$ have the bimodal shapes when the level of $Y$ is relatively small, that is, when the level of $Y$ is approximately less than 2.0. [Figure 4]

(ii) The initial linkage price (ILP) curve does not exist when the level of $Y$ is less than 1.0. [Figure 7]

(iii) The maximum linkage price (MLP) curve does not exist when the level of $Y$ is less than 4.0. [Figure 9]

(iv) The price-density distribution curve for $M = 1$ has the positive value when the price level of the service is 0.0. [Figure 11-(f)]

(v) There exists a disorderly layout of zigzag lines drawn by Mathematica on the directly opposite inside-wall of the demand surface. [Figure 12-(b)]

Meanwhile, among other research works that we want to carry out in the near future are as following.

(vi) To search for an initial set of the utility curve, utility surface and income-density distribution curve which would enable us to obtain the semidome-shaped demand surface as dealt with in Kawashima et al. (2007).

(vii) To find an initial set of the utility curve, utility surface and income-density distribution curve which provides us with the less-steep right edge of the cross-section curves of the demand surface cut by $M$. [Figure 12-(d)]

(viii) To examine what kind of shape of the demand surface we obtain if we initially employ the utility surface expressed by $U = u_1(x, M) = \sqrt{x + 1 - (M - 1)^2}$.

(ix) To make it sure whether we can obtain the demand surface\(^\text{19}\) which is neutral to the T-external economies if we employ the utility surface expressed by the function which is neutral to the T-external economies such as $U = u_1(x, 0) = \sqrt{x + 1 + 0 \times M}$ for $x \geq 0$.

(x) To obtain, from the demand surface function, the gross social benefit (GSB) (i.e., gross consumer’s surplus) function and the marginal social benefit (MSB) (i.e., marginal consumer’s surplus) function to discuss, for given marginal social cost function, the optimum demand level for the service. In conjunction with this, the GSB function $GSB(N)$ for the demand level $N$ is formulated as

$GSB(N) = \left[ \int_0^N h(N, M) dN \right]_{M=N}$,

while the MSB function $MSB(N)$ for the demand level $N$ is expressed by

\(^{19}\) An example of the demand surface function $P = h(N,M)$ which is neutral to the T-external economies is $P = a + bN + 0 \times M$ (for $a > 0$, $b < 0$, $N \leq -a/b$). The form of the cross-section curves on such a demand surface cut by $M$ remains the same for any $M$. 
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\[ MSB(N) = dBSG(N)/dN = d \left[ \int_{0}^{N} h(N, M) dN \right] /dN \]

where \( N \): Demand level for the service,
\( M \): Equilibrium demand level for the service,
\( h(N, M) \): Demand surface function.

Our attempt has not necessarily generated fully conclusive results and some items mentioned in the above research agenda are more or less mathematically intractable. The authors hope, however, that the theoretical endeavor of this paper has made one step forward trekking along the route of the demand surface to shed new light upon the analytical concept of external agglomeration economies, and that some of our fellow trekkers may join the authors in a scientific exploration to scale and map the heights and configuration of the T-external economies.
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Appendix A-(1)

Demand surface function: $P = h(N, M) = \frac{(0.333333 (0.00354 - 0.04224 M + 0.18682 M^2 - 0.39854 M^3 - 0.02544 M^4 + 0.5988 M^5 + 0.2976 M^6 - 0.6307 M^7 + 0.3892 M^8 - 0.3284 M^9 + 0.4902 M^10 + 0.02496 M^11 + 0.02016 M^12 + 0.00624 M^13 + 0.00616 M^14 + 0.00292 M^15 - 0.01275 M^16 + 0.00425 M^17 + 0.00581 M^18) (-0.00354 - 0.04224 N + 0.18682 N^2 - 0.39854 N^3 - 0.02544 N^4 + 0.5988 N^5 + 0.2976 N^6 - 0.6307 N^7 + 0.3892 N^8 - 0.3284 N^9 + 0.4902 N^10 + 0.02496 N^11 + 0.02016 N^12 + 0.00624 N^13 + 0.00616 N^14 + 0.00292 N^15 - 0.01275 N^16 + 0.00425 N^17 + 0.00581 N^18)}{(0.00354 - 0.04224 M - 0.18682 M^2 + 0.39854 M^3 - 0.02544 M^4 + 0.5988 M^5 + 0.2976 M^6 - 0.6307 M^7 + 0.3892 M^8 - 0.3284 M^9 + 0.4902 M^10 + 0.02496 M^11 + 0.02016 M^12 + 0.00624 M^13 + 0.00616 M^14 + 0.00292 M^15 - 0.01275 M^16 + 0.00425 M^17 + 0.00581 M^18))}$

Derived demand curve function:

$P = h(N, M) = \frac{(0.333333 (0.00354 - 0.04224 M + 0.18682 M^2 - 0.39854 M^3 - 0.02544 M^4 + 0.5988 M^5 + 0.2976 M^6 - 0.6307 M^7 + 0.3892 M^8 - 0.3284 M^9 + 0.4902 M^10 + 0.02496 M^11 + 0.02016 M^12 + 0.00624 M^13 + 0.00616 M^14 + 0.00292 M^15 - 0.01275 M^16 + 0.00425 M^17 + 0.00581 M^18)}{(0.00354 - 0.04224 M - 0.18682 M^2 + 0.39854 M^3 - 0.02544 M^4 + 0.5988 M^5 + 0.2976 M^6 - 0.6307 M^7 + 0.3892 M^8 - 0.3284 M^9 + 0.4902 M^10 + 0.02496 M^11 + 0.02016 M^12 + 0.00624 M^13 + 0.00616 M^14 + 0.00292 M^15 - 0.01275 M^16 + 0.00425 M^17 + 0.00581 M^18))}$

Appendix A-(2)

Derived demand function: $P = D(D(N)) = \frac{(0.333333 (0.00354 - 0.04224 M + 0.18682 M^2 - 0.39854 M^3 - 0.02544 M^4 + 0.5988 M^5 + 0.2976 M^6 - 0.6307 M^7 + 0.3892 M^8 - 0.3284 M^9 + 0.4902 M^10 + 0.02496 M^11 + 0.02016 M^12 + 0.00624 M^13 + 0.00616 M^14 + 0.00292 M^15 - 0.01275 M^16 + 0.00425 M^17 + 0.00581 M^18)}{(0.00354 - 0.04224 M - 0.18682 M^2 + 0.39854 M^3 - 0.02544 M^4 + 0.5988 M^5 + 0.2976 M^6 - 0.6307 M^7 + 0.3892 M^8 - 0.3284 M^9 + 0.4902 M^10 + 0.02496 M^11 + 0.02016 M^12 + 0.00624 M^13 + 0.00616 M^14 + 0.00292 M^15 - 0.01275 M^16 + 0.00425 M^17 + 0.00581 M^18))}$
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